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Abstract—Majority of works in the field of vehicular visible
light communication (VLC) networks are based on some ideal
assumptions. Particularly, the ideal Lambertian pattern is assumed for channel modeling and only a simple point-to-point
transmission link is considered in the network analysis. In this
paper, we investigate the performance of multi-hop vehicular
VLC networks based on the recent reference channel models
and upcoming standards like IEEE 802.15.7r1 and 802.11bb. The
impact of the asymmetrical radiation pattern of car headlamps,
as well as the road reflectance are considered. In MAC layer,
we deploy carrier-sense-multiple-access with collision-avoidance
(CSMA/CA) as the medium-access protocol.
Index Terms—Vehicular visible light communication networks,
channel modelling, vehicle-to-vehicle communication, ray tracing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Intelligent transportation systems aim to improve road safety
and traffic flow through the use of advanced sensing, control and communication technologies. A key enabler in the
design of such systems is vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-toinfrastructure communications [1], [2]. Radio-frequency (RF)
technologies such as IEEE 802.11p [3] and LTE-V [4] have
been already standardized and are used for vehicular connectivity in the current automotive market [5], [6]. While the
current market penetration of connected vehicles is limited, the
predictions show significant growth in the near future [3], [7].
With the widespread adoption of connected vehicles, limited
allocated RF bands can suffer from high interference levels
particularly in heavy traffic and urban areas. Traffic congestion
of such networks will result in longer delays and lower packet
rates [8], [9].
Such limitations with RF technologies motivated the introduction of vehicular visible light communication (VLC) [10].
VLC was originally proposed in the context of indoor wireless
networks where LED luminaries act as access points [11].
Increasing adoption of LEDs in current automotive lighting
(e.g., brake lights, headlamps, taillights and turn signals)
has further made possible the use of VLC as a vehicular
connectivity solution [12].
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In comparison to indoor applications, vehicular VLC imposes additional challenges such as the effect of adverse
weather conditions, exposure to sunlight etc. This requires
the development of dedicated channel models for outdoor
environments addressed in [13]–[19]. Physical layer design for
vehicular VLC was further studied in [20]–[23]. A key enabler
for connectivity in vehicular VLC is multi-hop transmission
where the transmitted signal from the source car can reach the
destination car through a number of intermediate cars termed
relays [18], [24], [25]. Elamassie et.al. in [18] developed a path
loss channel model for vehicular VLC and used this expression
to determine the maximum achievable distance to ensure
a given bit error rate (BER). They further investigated the
deployment of relay-assisted systems to extend transmission
ranges. In [24], Abualhoul et.al. considered a VLC-based
platoon with longitudinal and lateral control to maintain a
constant inter-distance between cars and analyzed the BER
performance of this multi-hop system. In [25], Cailean et.al.
presented experimental results for a dual-hop vehicular VLC
system to connect a distant car to road side access point
through a closer car.
As the above literature survey highlights, most of the works
on vehicular VLC, including multi-hop systems, are mainly
limited to physical layer design issues. There are also some
sporadic efforts on medium access control (MAC) layer [26]–
[34]. There are essentially two main approaches on how users
can access the channel. In the first approach, system resources
(frequency, time, etc.) are partitioned and users are scheduled
on an orthogonal basis [26]–[29]. For example, in [26], a vehicular VLC network based on orthogonal frequency division
multiple access (OFDMA) was presented where an ID was
assigned for each VLC transmitter in a way to trigger suitable
handover mechanism and hence improve the system capacity.
Same in [27] where a dynamic soft handover algorithm
based on coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmission was
proposed. In [28], a protocol based on time division multiple
access (TDMA) scheme combined with adaptive power control
system was presented for vehicular platoons. In [29], a MAC
protocol based on the combination of optical code division
multiple access (CDMA) and TDMA schemes was proposed
for vehicular VLC networks in an effort to reduce the average
access delay and enhance the throughput by encoding the data
using orthogonal codes.
The second approach is contention-based schemes such
as collision avoidance time allocation (CATA) protocol and

Fig. 1. Vehicular VLC system under consideration.

carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) protocols. In [30], a
congestion adaptive algorithm was proposed to improve the
packet delay ratio, while the packets of the hybrid VLC and
RF networks are jointly handled. In [31], the 802.11p MAC
protocol (used for WiFi network) was utilized for vehicular
VLC networks in an urban scenario. In [32], CSMA with
collision detection was proposed for a vehicular VLC network
and improvements in packet delivery were reported. A simulation comparison between DSRC and VLC was provided in
[33] to evaluate the quality of videos delivered in a platooning
scenario.
Most of previous works on the MAC layer performance of
vehicular VLC systems are built on some simplified channel
models. For example, Lambertian source models are used in
[28]–[32] which can not capture the asymmetrical distribution
of headlamps or effect of weather conditions are not considered [26], [28]–[34].
In this paper, we consider a multi-hop vehicular VLC
network whose physical layer builds upon PHY I defined in
IEEE 802.15.7 standard with OOK modulation scheme [35].
For a precise channel modeling, we use a vehicular VLC path
loss model obtained through ray tracing [17] where different
weather conditions and road reflectance are taken into account.
As MAC protocol, we consider non-beacon enabled random
access of CSMA with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). In
this protocol, unlike CSMA/CD which waits after a collision
occurs, it works to prevent collisions before they can occur.
When a node has a packet to be transmit, it investigates the
channel before the transmission to be assured that it is idle
(clear). Otherwise, it has to wait for a randomly selected period
of time. If the channel is found to be clear, the node send a
Request-to-Send (RTS) message and then waits until receiving
a Clear-to-Send (CTS) message. We analyze the MAC performance of vehicular VLC network under consideration through
a simulation study and present throughput and packet-errorratio (PER) under different channel conditions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe the system model. In Section III, we
present the performance analysis of vehicular VLC network.

Fig. 2. Location of transmitters and receivers on the car.

Section VI presents the obtained numerical and simulation
results. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a multi-hop multi-path vehicular VLC system
in a dense network as shown in Fig. 1. The number of parallel
paths is denoted by L and the number of relays in each path
is denoted by M . All paths communicate with one destination
car and the total number of cars in each path is given by
M + 1. The location of any car in the network is described by
Cl,m , where l = 1, 2, ..., L denotes the path’s index and m =
0, 1, ..., M represents the car’s index in the path. The car Cl,0 ,
∀l ∈ L can send its information directly to the Destination car.
Since this is not possible for the other (M ) cars, we assume
that the mth car in the lth path, Cl,m , where m = 0, 1, ..., M −
1, acts as a relay which can decode and forward (DF) the
information from Cl,m+1 car to Cl,m−1 one and so on until
reach to the destination car.
The cars are equipped with VLC transmitter/receiver frontends. As shown in Fig. 2, each of cars has two headlamps
(Tx 1 and Tx 2) and two taillights (Tx 3 and Tx 4) acting
as transmitters to send the data in front and back directions,
respectively. Each car is also equipped with two photodetectors
(PDs). The first one (PD 1) is located at the center of the front
of the car while the next (PD 2) is installed at the middle of
the back of the car (see Fig. 2).
In this work, we follow IEEE 802.15.7 standard [35] and
consider non-beacon enabled random access with CSMA/CA.
The reason for non-beacon enabled is that it does not require
a coordinator which is more convenient with vehicular networks. At the destination car/node, there will be L number

of cars/nodes compete to access the channel. In CSMA/CA
protocol, the lth node listens to the channel for an interval
time called distributed inter-frame space (DIFS) before the
transmission. Then, if the channel is found to be idle, it
generates a random back-off time, bl , for l = 1, . . . , L where
L is the number of competing nodes/cars. The value of bl is
uniformly chosen between 0 and w, where w represents the
contention window size. The node with the lowest bl is prior
to transmit. Therefore, it sends the RTS frame before L − 1
other sender nodes. If the RTS frame is received successfully
by the destination node, it replies after a short inter-frame
space (SIFS) with a CTS frame. Therefore, only the lth node
starts to transmit the data frame after a time interval of SIFS
if it receives the CTS frame. After that, an acknowledgement
(ACK) is transmitted after a period of SIFS by the receiver
node to notify the successful packet reception. At the same
time, this receiver node transmits channel busy (CB) tone. All
sender nodes that can hear the CB tone will hold their backoff counter. The back-off counter will be re-activated when
the channel is sensed idle again after a period of DIFS. If
CB is not sent, the nodes who cannot hear the current sender
node will start to send RTS frame after waiting for the second
back-off period.
III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
As performance metrics, we adopt system throughput and
PER. In CSMA/CA protocol, there is a number of nodes L
which compete on the channel, each with a probability of
transmission of Po . The probability of at least one transmission
can happen in a time slot, τslot is given by
Ptx = 1 − (1 − Po )L

(1)

The probability of a successful transmission that can take
place in τslot is given by
Psuc

LPo (1 − Po )L−1
=
Ptx

(2)

Let E [τD ] denote the average transmission time of data
packet. Similarly, define E [τs ] as the average time of a
successful transmission. We assume that each node notices the
channel to be busy for a time of τc . The normalized throughput
of the network (i.e., the portion of time that the channel is used
to successfully send payload bits) can be calculated by [36]
Tn =

Ptx Psuc E [τD ]
(1 − Ptx ) τd + Ptx Psuc E [τs ] + Ptx (1 − Psuc )τc

(3)

where τd is the propagation time of the signal and τc = τRTS +
DIFS + τd . Here, τRTS is the time of RTS massage. Under
the assumption that all data packets contain the same length,
we have E [τs ] = τs which can be calculated as
E[τs ] = τRTS + SIFS + τd + τCTS + SIFS + τd + τH
+ τD + SIFS + τd + τACK + DIFS + τd

(4)

where τH , τACK , and τCTS are the total packet header time,
the time taken to send the ACK message and time of CTS

TABLE I
C HANNEL AND N ETWORK PARAMETERS .

Channel Parameters

Network Parameters

Brand: Philips
Transmitter Power: 0.1 Watt

Receiver

Car

2000B

Physical header:

128b

Pattern: Asymmetrical MAC header:

272b

Area: 1 cm2

RTS packet size:

288b

◦

CTS packet size:

240b

−21

N0 : 10

ACK packet size:

240b

Material: Asphalt

SIFS duration:

16µs

Lane width: 3.75 m

DIFS duration:

32µs

FOV: 90

Road

Payload length:

Length: 4.7 m

Back-off duration: 8µs

Width: 1.85 m
Height: 1.38 m

Contention window:8,16

TABLE II
W EATHER PARAMETERS

Type:
Size (µm):
Density (cm−3 ):
Particle index:
c (m−1 ) :

Clear
10−4
1019
1.0003
1×10−5

Rainy
100
0.1
1.33
0.92×10−3

Foggy
10
124.5
1.33
0.077

message. Further details about the calculation of the previous
parameters are provided in [36].
The average throughput
at destination vehicle is written
PL
as TD = (1/L) l=1 TlD , where TlD is throughput at the
destination from the lth node which can be calculated by
Tn BW
log2 (1 + γl )
(5)
L
where γl is the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) for the link
between the lth node and the Destination one. BW is the
bandwidth. γl in (5) can be calculated for OOK by
TlD =

γl =

(RPt hl )2
N0 B W

(6)

where N0 is the noise spectral power density, R is the
photodetector responsitivity, and Pt is the transmitted optical
power. In (6), hl represents the channel gain associated for
the link between the lth node and Destination one. In [17],
a vehicular VLC channel model was developed taking into
account asymmetrical pattern of car headlamp as well as the
effect of weather conditions. According to [17], hl is given by
hl = Ad−2B
exp(−cdl )
l

(7)

where c is the extinction coefficient, A represents the geometrical loss value at a reference distance, B is the decaying
factor, and dl is the distance between the lth node and
Destination node. In [17], the value of B is defined through the
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Fig. 3. Received optical power versus distance for clear, rainy, and foggy
weathers [17].

BERm ,

8

10

1

(8)

m=1

where, BERm is the BER of the data transmitted from the
(m − 1)th car to mth one. As an special case when the
intermediate distances between the cars are identical, (8) can
be written as BERm,D = M BERhop . Thus M is the number
of relays between the mth car and the destination one and
BERhop is the BER between any two neighboring cars.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results for vehicular
network scenarios under consideration. We assume a photodetector with an area of 1 cm2 , FOV of 90◦ , and responsivity of
R = 0.28 A/W. First, we consider the general case in terms of
inter-distance between the cars. In [37], the distances between
two cars in real scenario was measured using a sounding
system technique. The minimum distance between the cars
was found to be 10 m while the maximum was depending
on the traffic conditions. Since we consider vehicular network
in dense traffic scenario, we choose random distance values
between 10 m and 50 m and provide the network performance
in terms of PER. Then, we assume special case scenario
where the distances between the cars in the same path are
identical and present the effect of increasing such distance
on the network performance for all weather conditions under
consideration. All channel and network simulation parameters
are summarized in Table I and Table II.
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Fig. 4. PER assuming different inter-distance values between the cars (general
case) and clear weather.

simulation to be 0.7 for foggy weather while in case of clear
and rainy conditions, it is determined to be 0.87. Under the
assumption of the same noise condition and assuming different
longitudinal distances between the cars in each path, the biterror-rate (BER) due to data transmission from mth car to the
Destination can be given by
BERm,D =

4
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Fig. 5. PER versus distance at clear weather condition for different number
of relays.

In Fig. 3, we present the received optical power versus
distance for different weather conditions using (7). It can be
observed that the rainy weather has a negligible impact on
received power while fog introduces severe degradation.
In Fig. 4, we assume the general case scenario in clear
weather condition and present the PER versus number of
relays. It can be shown that in DF relaying technique, the
larger relays number the higher PER value in the network.
In Fig. 5, we assume the case of identical inter-distance
between the cars and present the effect of increasing such
distance on the PER value considering different relay numbers.
It is observed that the PER worsens with increasing either
the distance or relays number (M ). For example, consider a
distance of 32 m. The PER for direct link M = 0 is 7%.
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Fig. 6. PER versus distance assuming M = 2 for clear, rainy, and foggy
weathers.
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This reduces to 20%, 30%, and 40% respectively for M = 2,
M = 4, and M = 6.
In Fig. 6, we present the PER over distance and investigate
the effect of weather conditions. It is observed that up to 30
m, the vehicular VLC network under consideration can deliver
the packets with a value of PER lower than 0.1 in clear and
rainy weathers. This distance reduces to 21 m in case of foggy
weather.
In Fig. 7, we present the system throughput based on (5)
assuming M = 2 and L = 3. We consider two values of
contention window size; (a) w = 8 and (b) w = 16. It
is observed that increasing the contention window size can
reduce the collision through the network and hence increase
the system throughput. However, for low traffic networks, this
will result in unnecessary delays.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated the performance of
vehicular VLC networks based on CSMA/CA as medium
access protocol and by considering a realistic channel model
obtained by a professional ray tracing approach of Zemax R .
Results indicated that a reliable packet delivery in vehicular
VLC network can be achieved when CSMA/CA protocol
is adopted. Such vehicular networks are highly sensitive to
the considered contention window size as well as the foggy
weather.
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